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Key Characteristics of Strong Partnerships between Business Functions and IT 

By Bruce Ballengee and Susan Paul  

Improving IT alignment with business functions is a top ten challenge on every CIO survey we 

have seen for many years.  Why is it so difficult?  Our work with clients indicates strong 

partnering between IT and business functions tends to happen in pockets, for periods of time and 

is generally dependent on individuals.  When and where partnering happens there tends to be a 

great deal of value realized from the technology implemented. When partnering isn’t there, 

organizational productivity limps along because the technology doesn’t meet the organization’s 

needs. 

  

As part of the IT Strategy work we do, we’ve done numerous surveys around alignment.  The 

recurrent themes in organizations who feel they get good value from their technology are around 

trust and the value of the soft skills exhibited by IT personnel whether they are developers, 

administrators, project managers or IT management. Key characteristics of strong business 

function - IT partnerships include:    

 

 
Source: Susan Paul, VP, Pariveda Solutions Inc. 

 

These seem simple, but they are far from easy. These are not the skills taught in CS or MIS 

curriculum and many technology personnel are not comfortable with the softer skills required.  

So how do you make them a part of the fabric of your IT organization to facilitate partnering 

happening more often?   
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Understanding the business – this essential pillar is needed to show you are engaged and able 

to contribute. This is a two way street in the best partnerships. IT needs to understand in detail 

and appreciate how the organization creates value for customers, members or other constituents.  

The reverse is useful, but frequently not a conversation the rest of the organization is willing to 

participate in.  IT has a broad view of all processes across the organization and is in a great 

position to bring value through identifying opportunities for efficiency. Understanding the 

business comes from being interested and taking advantage of all learning opportunities.  A 

common complaint in alignment surveys is that a business function has to teach a revolving door 

of IT personnel.  Look for ways to document functions and use them when onboarding new team 

members.  

 

Shared goals and priorities – the two main components are an organizational and an IT 

strategy.  The organization’s strategy drives the IT strategy and is the basis for the identifying 

overlaps in goals and priorities.  Strategies do not have to be documented, but they must be 

communicated, to be effective.  Documenting allows for fewer misunderstandings.  If your 

organization does not articulate strategy at either level, alignment is harder and must be driven at 

a departmental level, e.g., between Sales and IT personnel partnering with that part of the 

organization.  By default, once you are forced to work at a departmental level without an 

overarching strategy, partnerships will be fragmented and technology implementations will solve 

isolated issues. At whatever level you can achieve, you must establish shared goals and priorities 

to know you are investing time and resources wisely.   

 

Reliability – keep your commitments, small and large.  When you say you will get back to 

someone by a particular date, do it.  When you say you will fix something, do so.  Repeatedly 

keeping your commitments builds trust with business function partners and makes them feel you 

are pulling in the same direction.  Most people, IT included, want to work on interesting projects 

or tasks and they like being praised versus a constant stream of complaints or worse, being 

bypassed entirely, which is the result of not keeping commitments.  Reliability is tantamount to 

“keeping the lights on” and doing it well allows you to get to the next level of adding value.   

 

Transparency – be open and honest about costs, level of effort, deadlines, risks and anything 

else pertinent to interactions.  Years of experience with technology projects has most IT and 

business functions prepared for projects, rollouts and technologies with bumps.  Share as much 

information as possible that may impact a business function.  Collectively you will make better 

informed decisions regarding how to proceed, surmount obstacles or simply implement 

functionality so that it can be used most productively.  Avoid technical jargon as much as 

possible and your business partner will be more prone to share information that will allow you to 

make good decisions on resource allocation as well, thus aligning more closely with the business 

needs.   

 

Take the four key characteristics above and make them a part of your culture.  The journey will 

not be an easy, but the payoff is great.  Gaining the maximum leverage from technology 

investments with value for customers, members and other constituents of the organization allows 

IT personnel line of sight to their value on a daily basis.  
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Bruce Ballengee is CEO and Susan Paul is a Vice President at Pariveda Solutions, Inc., a 

leading consulting firm delivering strategic services and technology solutions. Pariveda provides 

strategic services around developing IT roadmaps and business systems planning. Pariveda's 

technology solutions include custom application development, business intelligence, mobility, 

portals and cloud computing. For more information, visit www.parivedasolutions.com or contact 

susan.paul@parivedasolutions.com, 214-777-4653.  
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